
MEETING 1: BUILDING TRUST
PURPOSE
Establish trust, strengthen relationships between people, learn about and
develop appreciation for the many gifts and talents that they bring to the
table.We provide modern ideas to get sure your business grow as you
want.This is the promise we make you.Our ideas are know worldwide and
already helped thousands of business.

CREATING CONVERSATIONS THAT MATTER
MEETING TEMPLATES
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PROGRAM:

1. Welcome

2. Opening circle with the question: “What am I curious about and
excited about as we meet today?”

3. Acknowledging and learning about strengths and talents:

   * The group divides up in couples.
   * The couples interview each other, following a short interview guide.
(the interview guide is below this program).
   * Couples join together in groups of 6 (3 couples together), to talk
about the question: What did we learn from these stories? What made
these successes possible? If we would always have those success
enablers in place, who could we be and what could we accomplish?

4. Big group conversation on the questions:

   * What were the talents and the strengths that we noticed in the
conversation, that made the biggest difference?
   * What are the main takeaways and learning from our conversation
today?

5. Closing circle: Think back at the feeling, curiosity and excitement
you had when you came in the room. What do you feel now? Sum it
up in one word. 
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INTERVIEW GUIDE:

Remember a time when you, on your own or on a team, achieved
a goal or completed a project and felt that you could bring in all
your talent, ideas and creativity. A situation where you could
contribute not just a narrow set of skills, but you could take the
necessary decisions and implement your ideas.

 1.

• Tell your story.
• Describe the situation.
• What were you doing?
• What was it about and who was involved?
• What thoughts and feelings did you have?

 2.

• What strengths—talents or skills—did you bring to the situation?
• What made this situation special?
• If it was a team effort, what strengths did you observe in others?
• What did you value about others’ strengths?
• What did you value about the work was organized? 
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MEETING 2: CONVERSATION POWER
PURPOSE

Start the conversation about what will it mean in practice for your
company to change the old management premises in new ones.
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PROGRAM:

• Welcome

• Opening Circle with the question:  Where didi I experienced today
that people are good and responsible?

• Small group (4-5 people) conversation about the question: If we
believe the premises: “The people are good, mature, responsible and
talented.” and “The people want to contribute their best gifts” then
what would be different in the way we work together?

• Pro-Action Café (method described in chapter 6): What is my
burning question? How would we go about it if we would organize our
work based on the new premises?

• Closing round: What did I learn? What was my experience with this
new way being in conversation? 


